
It delivers powerful laser biostimulation for clinical & home use

that's both safe and effective. Supercharge ALL foods,jewelry,

household items, yard and grounds, building materials, metals,

hotel rooms, acupressure & acupuncture points, skin, brain

points, EVERYTHING coming near or into you. Test, and see!

Lasering food & drinks breaks the undesirable electromagnetic
layering that pollutes everything that comes near electricity.

This includes most EVERY commercially sold food & beverage,
including those that are organic.

All emf is reversed with even brief lasering, so the stored solar
energy in EVERY real food is delivered to the human intestine.

Many people are surprised to learn that solar energy is the
one and only source of energy for all life forms.

Electricity is low-polarity. It steals free electrons, so that energy
in food cannot be successfully delivered to the body (in the gut).

Lasering donates free electrons, energizing every food & drink

100 of 100 tests prove this. This is one reason we urge you to
learn and practice the one-second energy test. It’s easy!

5mw supercharged laser

Visit www.QRA.me or BDORT.org

Gift of a lifetime... to improve a lifetime

The world's only guaranteed clean-energy

Supercharges EVERYTHING it touches

Stimulated emission, to generate a coherent beam of light, instantly

reversing electromagnetic pollution on everything it "touches"

How is the supercharged laser modified? EIGHT technologies,
all highly advanced, embedding 4,674 beneficial frequencies,

108 to 110 hours of supercharging, delivering beneficial energy.

Proof is better than belief: Learning the one-second energy test is vital
VIsit www.QRA.me, or many other QRA sites, to learn in a minute. In addition to foods, emf radiation is proven to weaken everything.

Use the one-second energy test wherever you are.

Those lasering all their food and beverages have remarked
on benefits to digestion and energy levels, and, RAPIDLY,

needing less food This is unprecedented in human history

www.Torroids.com www.SuperchargedLasers.com QVials.com

www.QRA.me www.FoodBoosters.com www.Megaphotons.com

EVERY living thing near electricity tests weak. So far,
not one exception in many tens of thousands of tests.

The world's only clean-energy laser reverses all electrical pollution.

The claim: Everything testing weak by BDORT or QRA test is
unconditionally guaranteed to test strong when briefly lasered.

As little as 1/50th of a second to make ANYTHING test strong using
either of these two respected tests. BDORT is medically patented.

Also highly recommended for use on animals in pain or wounded.
Laser 1 minute, 5 to 50x per day, for accelerated healing

Life-enhancing cell resonance is a laser beam away,
guaranteed to test strong with BDORT or QRA testing

Learn the one-second energy test in a minute or less

Every time, see what makes YOU test strong or weak

inventor of supercharging technology

The world's first and only clean-energy laser - all others pollute

BrainLifters.com MediaPhotons.com HowToCureCancers.com

Everything 'painted' by the supercharged laser tests strong:

Supercharge your engine, headlights & battery, then drive:

EVERYTHING touched by the beam will test strong.

Food, drinks, clothing, linens, eyeglasses... and YOU, too!

Also commonly used for wrinkles, pain relief,
speed-healing of animal wounds, and more

We've tested dozens of lasers: All others weaken what it 'paints'

Megabeams.com

Test everything you put near or in you, Laser it, test again.

By far, this is the most powerful technology in history!

LLLT (low-level laser therapy) is approved by U.S. FDA.

nybodyscan@aol.com

From MisterShortcut,

What is the supercharged laser?

Supercharge homes, streets, light poles… EVERYTHING



Once an item has been lasered, it should not need to
be treated again (unless subjected to an artificial 
EMF  field  again        

Use the supercharged laser on any body area except in
the eyes. (Around the eyes is great for wrinkles!) A simple
method is to simply shine the energizing laser beam onto a
selected body site, such as a painful knee,for 30 to 90
seconds. (Hold the beam steadily overone area, right above
the skin,or slowly 'paint' area back & forth).

You might also massage a few drops of a Body Attar (an
essential oil combination) to nourish and stabilize the

pathway energized and opened by the supercharged laser.

3. Jewelry:. Based on one-second testing, we've observed
that most jewelry tested, even fine necklaces, bracelets, rings,
etc., even with gemstones such as amethyst, tiger’s eye, quartz
crystals, diamonds, emeralds, rubies, etc., have become
energetically polluted, decreasing their effectiveness in healing
power, body protection and quantum resonance, and delivering
life-depleting EMF radiation, a function of electrical pollution.

The supercharged laser breaks the encoding and allows
the original bio-electromagnetic resonance of gemstones
and precious metals (such as gold, silver, brass, etc.) to
be restored. You'll notice that testing demonstrates
dramatic change (from a very weak test to very strong)
after laser use.

Gemstones and mirrors are usually more energetically

polluted than other items, emitting more EMF radiation).
For gemstones, shine laser over one side of a gemstone,

such as a diamond ring, for at least 5 full seconds, usually

sufficient to reverse the EMF pollution.

NOTE: while the supercharged laser energizes, it
does not necessarily eliminate need for mudpacks on
any interference fields, laser effects are temporary.

When you do mudpacks, always laser area first. What a

difference this makes! Although using the laser before a

mudpack is not strictly necessary, it can be very helpful to

open up meridian pathways for deeper detoxification, thus, 

a good idea.

We recommend using the supercharged laser on only up
to 5 sites (or less) per day initially until the body’s meridian
pathways become stronger. Then, laser may be used with
no known limit through the day, it's purely beneficial.

Application times can vary from 6 to 90 seconds per site
initially. For wrinkles, scars, bruises, cuts, infections,
longer times may be used (1 to 3 minutes). Longer uses
of the laser do no harm, but could   evoke  unnecessary
detox reactions (such as feeling overly tired). Vata body
types are the most sensitive to such over-stimulation.

After using the supercharged laser, we recommend
drinking 2 oz. of organic aloe in 2 to 4 oz. of filtered water to
help cleanse the body of toxins most often released
internally after laser use. If you have a QVial, touch it to

your GV20, highest point on head, for at least 1/50th of a
second. Makes all 365 body points test strong.
Megaphotons can also be used (free).

It is a temporary, powerful effect. Test your body points!

1. Energize Your Foods! Use the supercharged laser to
bioenergetically remediate AND energize every food & drink
before consuming them. We recommend that you laser or use
FoodBoosters for everything you eat or drink.
TEST! See how strong food and drinks test!  

Directions: Wave the laser at the food or drink.
It can take up to 3 seconds, usually less is enough.

Laser the plate or container, (and your stove/fridge).
If you perform the one-second energy test on food before and
after lasering, you may be stunned to see that the 'after' test is
ALWAYS strong. Note, most all food items initially fail the O-ring
test (testing weak), yet will ALWAYS test strong after being
lasered.

On the VERY rare occasions where a food does not test strong
after lasering, it is surely wiser not to consume it.

We recommend repeatedly lasering a target skin area
for a few seconds (3 to 5 seconds), as often as you like.
The shorter time is because the supercharging makes the
process more efficient in delivering the embedded anti-
EMF effects. and also delivers precise frequencies.
These enhance the body’s ability to absorb beneficial,  
cell-resonant frequencies, where every other laser tested,
even when delivering benefit, is also sending toxic EMF

pollution into the skin. We've never found an exception

2. Self Help.
 
The

 
unmodified 

 
version 

 
of 

 
this 

 
laser 

 
was

 originally designed for externalskin application such as
wrinkles, rashes, pimples,etc. Notice the difference in
using the supercharged laser.

A second method is to follow the previous procedure, but
then also apply the beam for 3 to 4 seconds on the nearest
of your hand-or-foot download areas. For left knee pain, for
example, download area is top & bottom of left foot).

Use The Supercharged Laser On ALL Household Items

Plants Faucets Vases Blinds & Windows



The supercharged laser does not damage gemstones in

any way. Be sure to clear all your jewelry, including

rings, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, etc.) by using the

supercharged laser, OR QVials, or EnergyVials.

To remediate mirrors, use 'oval' technique. Slowly repeat

the tracing of each oval for at least a few seconds.

We DO recommend you laser jewelry before wearing it.

4. Home Treatment. Just as undesirable electromagnetic
pollution has been proven to weaken most every food,

and anything that's been near electricity, this pollution is

also provabl present on most everything in the home,

since it's been exposed to proximity to electricity. This

includes walls, floors, rugs, furniture, sinks, clothing, 

shoes, eyeglasses, bed linens, pillows, and much more.

To dramatically increase the resonance of your living

environment, just briefly laser everything you intend to

have near or inside of you. It's that simple

5. Yard and Grounds. In addition to other commonly en-
coded items, we have found that often the entire yard

around a house (and other grounds areas) may also be

encoded – possibly from toxins in municipal water or

using commercially available fertilizers or other yard

amendments.

To “unencode” the yard and grounds areas, simply

shine the laser in an “oval” on the ground, as in the previ-

ously described procedure, until the entire ground area

has been done. Note: It is especially helpful to test areas

of the ground before and after treatment to observe the

Using the supercharged laser on walls, etc

6. Hotel Rooms. Thanks to the Torroids we placed on
the lasers, you can now travel w/ the laser and not have it

ruined by EMF. De-pollute your hotel room. Be sure to

keep Torroids on the laser to keep it from being ruined by

airport metal detectors, which usually ruins the laser. If

you suspect your laser has become encoded, just do the

one-second energy test to be sure.

For large areas, such as a wall, slowly shine the laser light as

if tracing a large oval shape (i.e. an oval about 4 feet long and 2

feet wide) over a section of the wall, stand-ing about 4 feet from

the wall. Slowly trace the oval on the wall in the same place for

three times (this is usuallysuffcient to break the encoding of the

area inside the oval).

Next, move on to another area of the wall and repeat this

procedure. Continue until the entire wall has been lasered. Then

move to the next section of the wall and continue until all the

surfaces of the walls have been done. Next, move to the ceiling,

then the foors. Lastly, use the laser on all interior objects in your

home – your bed, all furniture, dishes, clothing, etc. It is especially

important to treat all the windows and mirrors in your house.

Remember to remediate the entire exterior of your house with

the laser – external walls, sidewalks, roofng, etc. – as much as

you can reach with the laser. Laser all external wires, and test!

After remediating home, apartment, school, office, all the area

you've remediated give enough energy for you to test &prove.

This is the best use of energy already in each environment. 

People sensitive to subtle energy fields notice the best and most

benefits, and fastest.  EVERYTHING tests strong when lasered.

difference. In order to increase the beneficial Vastu effect

    (i.e. incoming beneficial earth energies) into your  home,  

treating the ground areas around your home is smart, and

highly recommended. It's fast, easy, makes it all test strong

Example: Using the supercharged laser to treat large areas such as a wall.
A) With the laser’s red light, slowly trace a large oval on the wall three times.
B) Move to the next section of wall and repeat. Continue until all wall areas are
finished. Remember, to break the “junk” encoding and liberate the full beneficial
resonance of building materials, you only have to do this procedure once.

Lasering light poles, traffic lights, SmartMeters, and more, you
serve your community in ways you can hardly imagine. Here, we
don’t even address the principles of vastu, which prove that good
energy attracts prosperity and peace in the home. Experience it.
Vastu is the oldest science on earth, well-worth learning about.



Unmodified Lasers
Due to the intrinsic nature of the typical soft laser (i.e. uni-
directional monochromatic light), we do NOT recommend
using one that has not been supercharged. Unmodified soft 
lasers do not have the capacity to reverse EMF surrounding
most objects. Energetic testing of a common soft laser
shows that its use weakens body tissue. Only the
supercharged lasers provably make every point in the body
test strong (humans and animals, too)

Be prepared, by lasering your next battery
Additional energy/benefit when you laser next battery.

We aim to save you thousands of dollars, by providing
you with a good-quality RECHARGEABLE battery.

While the laser is sturdily enough constructed to last for
thousands of hours of use, they are delicate.

If you bang or drop them, expect them to stop working.
Treat them as the multi-thousand dollar devices they are.

MisterShortcut pursues profits more important than cash, so,
please respect the courtesy of low price by respecting your device.

It can serve you well for thousands & thousands of uses

The photos above are great examples of how to effectively use the supercharged laser .

C)

C) D) E)

F) G) H)

Using the laser on vaccination sites.

Note That Torroids Are Attached
Torroids protect against the laser being ruined by EMF.

Although we attach more than one, only one is needed.

Torroids can be glued or taped in place, if need be, &, if

they fall off, it's also good to laser them once per year

before re-securing to the laser

D) Using laser on biofield affected by vaccination site (in this case, hold the laser perpindicular to, 
and slightly above the vaccination site. Laser the biofield above the site for three seconds. 
Please see full directions for Vaccination Clearance Procedure).

E) Using the laser on the top of the foot download area.

F) Using the laser on the bottom of the foot download area.

G) Using the laser on the back of the hand download area.

H) Using the laser on the palm side of the hand download area.

Before using this laser,
please read the following:

Caution: Do not shine the light from the
laser in your eyes. If shined continuously
into the eye for up to 6 minutes, it may
cause eye damage. However, if the
beam briefly enters the eye momentarily 
(from moving laser around in the room),
this is not a problem (although it’s still
best to avoid shining beam into the eye).

NOTE: These instructions & suggestions also apply to the Gen IV Supercharged Laser – July2016




